
Cassette system for container handling in logistic terminal



Problem with traditional trailers
and 

Movella solution



Safety at loading dock

Container is standing on trailer or roll trailer when loaded at 
loading dock. Trailers have bad stability and they can move
easily so there is high risk for accidents

Problem with trailers Movella solution
Container is standing on cassette at loading dock. 
100% safety and stability without any extra securing
and manpower

Cassette is 
strong steel
platform with
good stability

Tyres in rear and no 
proper support in 
front cause bad
stability



Working efficiency and costs

Cassette is waiting for reach stacker. Terminal tractor, 
translifter and driver are always moving and making
productive work→ less equipment and drivers and 
very low costs

Cassette is waiting

Problem with traditional trailers Movella solution

When container is loaded on trailer the terminal
tractor and driver must be waiting. This results in lots
of terminal tractors, drivers and high costs

Tractor and driver
waiting for reach stacker



How does it work



What is translifter and cassette system

TranslifterCassette Terminal tractor

Is same as wooden pallet and pallet carrier. The scale is just different

+ +

Cassette is waiting, translifter is always moving



Container handling principle with cassette

1. Translifter is driven under the
cassette. Driver can steer the bogies
with a joystick in the tractor cabin

Automatic steering under the cassette

Steerable bogies (wheels)

Cassette is loaded beforehand

2. Cassette is lifted up for transport 
by hydraulically operated bogies and 
terminal tractor 5th wheel

Cassette is a strong and stable platform for containers. 
Tailor made to match customer requirements



Container handling principle with cassette
1. Reach stacker lifts the container from the
train

2. Reach stacker loads the container on to 
the cassette

3. Translifter comes and picks loaded cassette for 
transport

4. Container on the cassette is transported to 
the loading docks

5. Driver lowers the container with cassette
to the loading dock

6. Container is instantly ready to drive in with
a forklift



The benefits



Extremely high transport efficiency
• 1 driver can transport 6-12 cassettes/hour in 200-

1000 m transport distance
• No waiting for driver or other operators

Improves logistics
• Less transport equipment, less traffic
• Cassettes can be used as buffer storage
• Translifter is easy and safe to drive even in reversing 

(steerable wheels)

Benefits of translifters

Cassette is waiting, not the driver
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Benefits of translifters

Lowest total costs
• High transport efficiency
• Low cost and long lasting cassettes which tolerate

rough handling
• Robust machines with very little maintenance
• Easy to expand by adding more cassettes
• Same translifter for all different transports

Tailor made solutions from standard components
• Cassettes are tailor made to match customer

requirements (dimensions, features)
• Translifter is made from standard components to 

match the cassettes and requirements

Standard translifter and tailor made cassettes

Cassettes
tolerate rough
handling -
strong steel
structure takes
hits from
loading



Safety



Operational safety

Driving with translifter
• Automatic speed limitations when driving with load
• Driver never has to get out from the cabin for 

coupling or decoupling
• Translifter has brakes, lights, cameras and other

safety features
• Easy to operate even in tight areas due to steerable

wheels (steerable bogie)
• Very good stability (mechanically sideways ridig

bogie structure)

Reversing camera and ligths for increased safety

Easy to drive and reverse in narrow places with 
steerable bogie

No need to come 
out from the cabin 
when picking up or 
leaving the load



Operational safety

Handling containers with cassette
• Cassette is very stable and safe platform for 

loading containers
• Container positioned safely on a cassette with

container guides or alternatively with twistlocks
• Cassette is safely supported to the ground when

driving into the container with a forklift
➢ No need for any additional support or

securing devices

Cassette is always safely supported to drive into the
container with a forklift

Cassette is standing on 4 steel legs during loading
➢ very stable and safe loading

No need for any
additional support 
devices



Cost of usage



Cost of usage
Low labour costs

• One driver can handle all transports
• No labour needed for securing trailers on loading

docks

Low maintenance costs
• Cassettes requires no maintenance

➢ Biggest part of the system is maintenance free
• Translifters require very little of maintenance

➢ Designed for heavy duty industrial use and 
safe from impacts when loading the cassette

System expansion
• Low cost system expansion in the future by adding

just cassettes

Re-investment
• Cassettes last for several decades

➢ No need to replace
• Translifter life time is easily 25.000h / 20 years

Not like normal container chassis, cassette is a strong 
steel structure without any tires or axles and requires 
no maintenance

Translifter is safe from impacts when loading the 
cassette -> cassette is picked up after loading



The equipment needed



Equipment needed

Movella R2 translifter
• Capacity 40000 kg
• Length 12 meter

Terminal tractor
• Any standard terminal

tractor (recommended
with rotating driver’s
seat)

Movella cassettes
• Positions for 20’ and 40’  

containers
• Height is built to match the

height of loading dock

Amount: 1-2 translifter + terminal tractor -
combinations

Amount: 15 cassettes
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be built to match the height
of loading docks. Standard height 900 mm,
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3 empty cassettes stacked

40' Container

Container doors can
be opened on top of
cassette

2x20' Containers
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Transport speed up to 20 km/h

Translifter can be equipped with
optional LED-lights on the sides for
better visibility

Translifter has lights, reversing camera
and warning beacon in the rear

R2-12,2 Translifter

Cassette is extremely stable and
robust platform for containers

Automatic steering under the cassette
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Movella R2-12 Translifter 

Dimensions  Load platform length  12180 mm 
  Gooseneck length   2120 mm 
  Width     2270 mm 
  Lowest height   660 mm 
  Transport height  1000 mm 
  Dead weight    9000 kg 
 
Capacity Max payload (including cassette) 45000 kg 
  Speed with full load  10 km/h 
  Speed empty    30 km/h 
  Max driving distance with load 1000 m 
   
Frame The frame is of welded steel construction  
     
Bogie One piece of Movella R-series bogie without steering. The main components of 

the bogie are: slewing bearing, turning plate, lifting frame, bogie beams, lifting 
cylinder, steering cylinder 

    
Wheels 8 pcs, 645/240 -410 solid POB tyre 
   
Steering The translifter has two steering modes: 

1. Joystick steering: driver can turn bogies manually by a joystick 
2. Cassette tunnel steering: translifter senses the walls of the cassette tunnel 

and steers automatically towards the centerline of the cassette 
Max steering angle of the bogie ±13° 

  
Electric system Voltage 24 VDC 
  CAN-bus based control system with a display for diagnostics   
 
Hydraulics Hydac valve block with integrated valves for lifting and steering 
  Pressure filter with electrical indicator 
  Pressure accumulators for lifting  
  Pressure level    200 bar  
  Variation of hydraulic oil volume 15 liters 
     
Equipment Automatic central greasing, Groeneveld 
  Working lights in the rear 2 pcs 
  Rear lights (blinkers, parking, braking) 
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  Load dependent speed limit signals to terminal tractor 
Alarm beacon on gooseneck 
Warning lamp for central greasing on gooseneck 

  Height indication lamps on gooseneck 
  Reversing alarm 
  Hour counter 
  King pin 2” 
  Terminal tractor connection cables and hoses 
 
Surface treatment ISO 12944 PUR100/1 FeSa2½. Colour RAL2009 Orange 
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Tractor requirements for Movella R2 translifter 

Mechanical interface 
5th wheel lifting capacity  25 tons 
King pin   2” 
5th wheel lowest height  1150 mm 
5th wheel lifting stroke  1000 mm 
Max distance from king pin to rear corner 1570 mm 
Free side tilting (recommended)   

 
Hydraulics 

Electrically controlled hydraulic pump with two pressure levels. When control 
signal from translifter is active the pressure is at max level. Otherwise the pump is 
at free flow. Hydraulic tank line always open to the tank. 
Max pressure   200 bar 
Recommended flow  50 l/min 
Variation in hydraulic oil volume 15 l 
Quick couplings behind the cabin  Tema FF10000-series 
 

Electrics Supply voltage  24 VDC 
Max current consumption   15A 
Electric coupling behind the cabin  Harting 
 

Controls and functions 
- 180° turning driver’s seat  
- 4-way digital Joystick with lift/lower/right/left and center position signals  
- Unintentional steering prevented mechanically, e.g. joystick installed under 

the steering wheel  
- For logical steering tractor swaps right and left signals when tractor is moving 

driver’s back first (gear selector in R-position)  
- Reversing signal to translifter which is active always when driving direction is 

translifter first 
- Indication lamp on the steering column (green) 
- Indication lamp on the steering column (yellow) 
- Indication lamp on the steering column (red) 
- Electric speed limiter, controlled by signals from translifter 
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Rear lights 
Bluespots (optional)
Yellow warning beacon (optional)
Reversing camera
Reversing alarm

No hoses under the frame
Vibration tolerant and mainenance 
free  height and steering sensors

Powerful drumbrakes:
- Brake force 55 kN/bogie
- Long service interval
- Works also in light braking
- Brake fluid level sensor Groeneveld

greasing with
8L container

Height indication lamps
on gooseneck

Smart routing of cables

Rubber cushion 
cassette bumpers
(optional)

Long distance automatic steering sensor
- Less damage to translifter and cassettes

Cassette gliding edges

Sheet1/(2)

This drawing belongs to MOVELLA Oy
and it is forbidden to copy it or deliver it
to a third party without our permission.

Movella R4 translifter features
- No hydraulic leaks
- Strong construction
- Powerful brakes
- Comfortable for driver

Oversized slewing bearing

Height sensor
protected in cylinder

Suspension 
accumulator 
in lifting cylinder

Steering sensors
integrated in 
cylinder

Longer stroke  lifting cylinder
- Better in ramps

hannu
Arrow

hannu
Arrow

hannu
Arrow

hannu
Arrow

hannu
Arrow
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Movella R4-12,2 Translifter 

Dimensions  Total length to kingpin  14300 mm 

  Length of loading bed  12180 mm 

  Width of loading bed   2270 mm 

  Lowest height   660 mm 

  Transport height  1000 mm 

  Technical max height  1120 mm 

  Dead weight    ~12000 kg 

 

Capacity Max payload     95000 kg / 6 km/h 

  Recommended max payload 90000 kg / 10 km/h 

  Speed empty    30 km/h 

  Max distance with full load  1 km 

   

Frame The frame is welded steel construction.  

 

Gooseneck Gooseneck is equipped with rotating plate which eliminates the wear of 5th 

wheel and king-pin. Maximum load on gooseneck 33 tons 

   

Bogie Two pieces of Movella R-series bogie. The main components of the bogie are: 

slewing bearing, turning plate, lifting frame, bogie beams, lifting cylinder, 

steering cylinder. Lifting cylinders of all bogies are connected together. 

 

Wheels 16 pcs, 645/250 -410 POB (solid rubber) 

 

Brakes Pneumatically controlled hydraulic drum brakes in two axles. Pneumatic-

hydraulic brake converter with stepless linear control, two circuit brake system. 

  Total braking force ~55 kN. 

   

Steering The translifter has three steering modes: 

1. Transport steering: bogies turn automatically according to turning angle of 

the tractor 

2. Joystick steering: driver can turn bogies manually by a joystick 

3. Cassette tunnel steering: translifter senses the walls of the cassette tunnel 

and steers automatically towards the centerline of the cassette 

Max steering angle of the bogie ±13° 

Translifter is equipped with emergency steering which turns bogies into straight 

line in case of severe fault in the system. 
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Electrics Operating voltage 24 VDC 

  Exertus CAN-bus based control system with a display for diagnostics 

 

Hydraulics Hydac valve block with integrated valves for lifting and steering 

  Pressure filter with electrical indicator 

  Pressure accumulators for lifting and steering 

  Pressure level    200 bar  

  Variation of hydraulic oil volume 30 liters 

 

Equipment Central greasing, Groeneveld 

Working lights in the rear 2 pcs 

Rear lights (blinkers, parking, braking, reversing) 

Reversing alarm 

Reversing camera 

Alarm beacon on gooseneck, 2 pcs (greasing and alarms) 

Up and low position indication lights on the gooseneck 

Synchronized lift (joint lift) 

Automatic speed limit signals to tractor (2 limits, e.g. 50 ton and 70 ton) 

Hour counter 

Cassette gliding edges 

Terminal tractor connection cables and hoses 

 

Surface treatment ISO 12944 PUR100/1 FeSa2½ 

Colour RAL2009 Orange 

  

 

Connection to  

terminal tractor 2” king pin 

  Electric connector Harting-type 

  Hydraulic connection TEMA 

  Brake connection Wabco red/yellow 
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Tractor requirements for Movella R4-12,2 Translifter 

Mechanical interface 

5th wheel lifting capacity  35 tons 

King pin   2” 

5th wheel lowest height  ~1150 mm 

5th wheel lifting stroke  1000 mm 

Max distance from king pin to rear corner 1570 mm 

Free side tilting  ±10° 

 

Hydraulics 

Electrically controlled hydraulic pump with two pressure levels. When control 

signal from translifter is active the pressure is at max level. Otherwise the pump 

is at free flow. 

Max pressure   200 bar 

Max flow   120 l/min 

Variation in hydraulic oil volume 25 l 

Quick couplings behind the cabin  TEMA 

 

Brakes Brake couplings behind the cabin Wabco red/yellow 

 

Electrics Supply voltage  24 VDC 

Max current consumption   15A 

Electric coupling behind the cabin Harting 

 

Controls and functions 

- 180° turning driver’s seat  

- 4-way digital Joystick with lift/lower/right/left and center position signals  

- Unintentional steering prevented mechanically, e.g. joystick installed under 

the steering wheel  

- For logical steering tractor swaps right and left signals when tractor is 

moving driver’s back first (gear selector in R-position)  

- Reversing signal to translifter which is active always when driving direction 

is translifter first 

- Switch for synchronized lift 

- Monitor for reversing camera 

- Speed limits 

- Indication lamp on the steering column (green, yellow, red) 
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